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Student’s Name _____________________________________________________________

The Summer Slide

The “summer slide” is real. What is the summer slide exactly? Studies show that when students do not read or continue to use their math facts over the summer, their academic skills can decline. To help you help your child stay sharp, we are sending home three different activity calendars: Language, Reading and Writing, and Math.

Language Calendar

You can incorporate activities from the Language Calendar with your child while having fun. Each weekday there is a suggested activity to complete. Whether you are in the car or at the dinner table, take a quick minute to help build your child’s language skills.

Reading and Writing Calendar

The Reading and Writing Calendar is set up with a rotation of writing and reading days. You can read a book with your child, or your child can listen and follow along on Learning Ally. Your child’s Learning Ally login information is included in this packet. On the days that your child writes about a topic, have them write at least one or more sentences.

Math Calendar

The Math Calendar offers a math problem for your child to do each weekday. If your child is in A Group, they can do their problem right on the calendar. If your child is in C Group, they should do their problem on the paper we have provided. The best way to keep those math facts sharp is to use them often.

Please turn in what your child has completed in the fall when we return to school.

Additional copies of these summer activity calendars can be found on the Camperdown website. Look under the Parents tab, then select Summer Work.

If you have any questions please email: crice@camperdown.org